
Classifying microbes:Classifying microbes:

How do we sort all this out?How do we sort all this out?



Microbial Taxonomy

Traditional taxonomy or the classification through identification
and nomenclature of microbes, both "prokaryote" and eukaryote,
h b i k i h i f di i lhas been in a mess – we were stuck with it for traditional reasons.

A "natural" taxonomy would be based on evolutionary relatedness: 
Thus, organisms in same "genus" (a collection of "species") would 
have similar properties in a fundamental sense.

A natural taxonomy of macrobes has long been possible: Large 
organisms have many easily distinguished features (e.g., 
body-plans and developmental processes, that can be used to y p p p ,
describe hierarchies of  relatedness).

Microbes usually have few distinguishing properties that relate them,Microbes usually have few distinguishing properties that relate them, 
so a  hierarchical taxonomy mainly has not been possible.



Recent advances in molecular phylogeny have changed this picture.
We now have a relatively quantitative way to view biodiversityWe now have a relatively quantitative way to view biodiversity, 
in the context of phylogenetic maps or evolutionary trees.

Slowly evolving molecules (e.g. rRNA) used for large-scale 
structure; "fast- clock" molecules for fine-structure.

The literature language (e.g. "species") and formal nomenclature,
however, remain solidly rooted in the tradition of Linnaeus at 
this time (You have to call them something!)this time. (You have to call  them something!)





ID of an enteric bacterium

Note: requires isolation in pure culture!



Hyperchromic Effect of DNA



Ranges of DNA base composition



G+C Ratios



DNA:DNA hybridization



DNA:DNA hybridization



DNA:DNA hybridization

70% or greater; considered same species70% or greater; considered same species



FAME analysis

















Taxonomy Summary

Classical physiological descriptions of microbes constitute a 
taxonomy, but do not provide relationships (except as might 
be inferred subjectively).

Methods such as G+C ratios, FAME, DNA-DNA hybridization et ods suc as G C at os, , N N yb d at o
establish relationships, but only if close, i.e., they are not 
sufficiently general to be broadly applicable.

All these methods require pure-cultivation of organisms for 
characterization, but we can't cultivate much of what is out there.





Importance of a Molecular Importance of a Molecular 
Biological Approach

• Traditional culturing techniques isolate ~1% of the total 
bacteria in marine ecosystems, thereby severely 
underestimating diversity and community structure.

• Because nutrient-rich culture media have been historically 
d d i i h t d b t i hi h bused during enrichment procedures, bacteria which may be 

dominant in natural communities are selected against in 
favor of copiotrophic (weedy) bacteria.

• SSU rRNAs and their respective genes are excellent 
descriptors of microbial taxa based on phylogeny.



Stanier et al., 1976:

... the general course of evolution 
[for bacteria] will probablyf p y
never be known, and there is 
simply not enough objective

evidence to base theirevidence to base their 
classification on phylogenetic 

grounds...

For these and other reasons, most 
modern taxonomists have
explicitly abandoned the 
phylogenetic approach.



R di  M l l  Ph lRegarding Molecular Phylogeny

The Root of the Problem:

Unlike zoology and botany, microbiology developed without
the knowledge of phylogenetic relationships among the

i t di dorganisms studied.



Molecular Phylogeny

Woese (1977):  Applied ( ) pp
rRNA concept to redefine 

microbial systematics 
(microbial genealogy)(microbial genealogy).

Pace (1984):  Applied rRNA 
concept to microbial ecology co cep o c ob eco ogy
(census without culturing).



Why ribosomal RNAs?
! Found among all living organisms (for 3.8 of the last 4.5 billion 
years). Integral part of protein synthesis machinery.

! Cell component analyses provide culture-independent means of 
investigating questions in microbial ecology (lack of morphology).

! rRNAs offer a type of sequence information that makes them! rRNAs offer a type of sequence information that makes them 
excellent descriptors of an organism's evolutionary history.

! No detectable horizontal gene transfer, especially important for 
the bacteria and archaea.

! Large and growing database; RDP contains ~1.3x106 SSU rRNAs.







Secondary Structures of SSU rRNA show homology



Secondary Structures of rRNAs show homology



Molecular Strategy Flow Chart

Note: Independent of pure culture isolation!



Estimating evolutionary
distance ED to map on 

h l ti  tphylogenetic tree









Signature sequences can be obtained at any
level of taxonomic hierarchyy



Fluorescent in situ hybridization Fluorescent in situ hybridization 
(FISH)



Take Home MessageTake Home Message
• Phylogeny is right or wrong, we try to infer y g y g g y

it the best we can.
• Taxonomy is useful or not, depending uponTaxonomy is useful or not, depending upon 

your point of view.
• Phylogeny allows us to ask testable• Phylogeny allows us to ask testable 

questions, e.g., hypothesis testing.
- microbial ecology relationships can now be truly examined
- relationships between MOs and their genes can be studied
- infer dynamics of sequence change (Rolex vs Timex)- infer dynamics of sequence change (Rolex vs Timex)



Inferring evolutionary relationships from a phylogenetic tree

-Key word is inference (not always correct!)

-Some lineages accumulate mutations faster than others –
generation times and selective pressures differ. 

So, molecular clocks are distorted (“soft watches”).

For this reason  mutation frequency cannot be calibrated to -For this reason, mutation frequency cannot be calibrated to 
units of time. Tree can be calibrated to fossil record or 

geological evidence.







Some Lessons from the BIG TREE: Map of the Biological Record

Single origin for all life on Earth...

Central Dogma intact● Central Dogma intact.
● ATP and PMF are universal themes.
● Uniformity among chiral carbon compounds (sugars & AAs).

H t t t i i● Hot start origin…

General topology implies:

● Three “primary lines of evolutionary descent.”
● The Eucarya “nuclear” lineage almost as old as other two.
● Prokaryotes split between Bacteria and Archaea.
● Shown for only a limited number of representative org’s.
● Mitochondria and chloroplasts proven to be of bacterial origin.



B t iBacteria



Some Lessons from the BIG TREE: Map of the Biological Record

Evolutionary “clock” is NOT constant between different lineages

●Terminal nodes NOT all the same length, so not constant for all 
organisms either!
●Endosymbionts sped up very fast (semi-autonomous)
●Eucarya – Fast clocks
●Archaea – Slow clocks
●Bacteria – Intermediate







Horizontal gene transfer

This lateral flow of information 
across microbial taxa occurs via 

the transfer of genes by:the transfer of genes by

conjugation, transduction, and transformation.

Rem: These are one-way processes!



Doolittle’s Universal Tree (1999)





Relative importance of horizontal gene transfer



Relative importance of horizontal gene transfer



Some Lessons from the BIG TREE: Map of the Biological 
RecordRecord

What does genome sequencing and study of functional genomics add 
t ti ?to our perspective?

●The central information processing machinery encompasses 
core genome.
●Metabolic functions, that’s when relationships get murky.
●Endosymbiosis involves more than simply organelles, i.e., 

f f i h i h ltwo-way transfer of genes with most going to the nucleus.
●Mitochondria have been at it much longer than chloroplasts.



A Bit on the Evolution of Evolutionary Thought

A. Prior to the late 19th century, the concept of evolution was on
the evolutionary ladder. Thus, we still deal in "higher and lower"
eucaryotes (I try not to use these terms they are dumb) "missingeucaryotes (I try not to use these terms – they are dumb), missing
links," and "primitive" organisms.

B In its milieu E coli is as highly evolved as are we E coli isB. In its milieu, E. coli is as highly evolved as are we. E. coli is
simple  (~5x106 bp genome), we are complex (~3x109 bps);
complexity has nothing to do with evolutionary advancement. 

C. Lineages evolve by diversification, not progression. !!!

D There is no such thing as a primitive organism alive todayD. There is no such thing as a primitive organism alive today. 
Simple , yes, but still a finely honed product of ~ 4 billion years
under the selective hammer of the niches that it and its progenitors
have occupiedhave occupied.



C-value paradox:
O i  l it  Organism complexity 
does not correlate to 

genome sizeg





Ecotype and periodic selection
lead to possible mechanism lead to possible mechanism 

for bacterial speciation.


